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Synopsis

Sequel to: The Frankenstein factory.
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Customer Reviews

When a terrorist group called Chaos makes disaster fall upon the world by making computer-controlled things go out of control a group of teenagers called Bond team has to stop them. But when they learn from a Chaos leader that a supervirus, Nemis, that Chaos created has broken free of their control, Bond team knows this is going to be a hard mission. Since their teammate Cally, has her mind trapped with Nemis, Bond team knows they have to face Nemis head on in the virtual world. A Bond teammate, Lori, gets a crazy scientist to create some devices to defeat Nemis, but even with these new inventions, will they still be able to defeat Nemis? I thought the flow of the book was great, fast, and exciting. With this style of writing and a great exciting adventure I couldn't put the book down, even for a while. The book also made you want to get up at times and pretend to be the character/characters. The author had just the right amount of details that he needed to write. The book still had action and was very exciting. The book kept the reader guessing to the end! Rating: 8

FLamingnet Book Reviews [...]

Deveraux Academy is not what it seems. From a distance it looks like a normal high school. It has a
football team, kids walking down the halls with school books, and a normal receptionist just beyond the front door, but the second you go beyond that, Deveraux Academy is a school for training spies. Ben, Jake, Lori, Jennifer, Eddie, and Cally are students at Deveraux and are members of the Bond team. With all of the competition among teams for the Sherlock Shield, an award given to the most honorable team, the Bond team faces other problems, too. A secret terrorist organization, known as C.H.A.O.S., has created a super computer virus with huge destructive capabilities, and the Bond team is assigned to destroy it. The story described, Spy High Mission Two: Chaos Rising by A.J. Butcher is well-written. It uses strong, detailed vocabulary and is very entertaining. It is filled with action which makes you keep reading and it also contains some horror to give it an exciting scare-factor. Although the plot is complicated, it makes it entertaining. The story isn’t based in present day times; it’s based slightly in the future making it unique. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes action, horror, and spies. I would also recommend this book to anyone who has enjoyed reading the Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz; this series, though, has more characters and horror to make it unique.

Where the first book left off, this one picks up. The second installment of twelve, Chaos Rising dives right into the action. The first book (mission 1) had to cover background stories, character profiles and general setups. Now that all that is done, these books go straight into action from the start. Not just an adventure story, these six characters are coming of age in these books. Part of the enjoyment of any series (Harry included) is that you can witness these characters change over a longer time than just in one book. Not only do they deal with world terrorist, but also personal relationships and the inevitable identity issues we all must go through in the teenage years. For anyone just looking for something fun to read that isn’t a huge investment in time, money or energy. Though, once you start you’ll want to read them all.

Bond Team and its leader Ben Stanton is competing for the Sherlock shield vs. Solo Team and its leader Simon Macey. Bond Team is doing anything they can but Solo Team is trying everything to stop them from going to the Deveraux hall of fame or from winning the Sherlock Shield. Spy High is an organization of terrorists about to do something that may be deadly. CHAOS Is NEAR.

This book is a very cool book. Its about 2 teams solo team and Bond team, there competing for the sherlock sheild. Outside of spyhigh, a terrorist organization is about to send its first explosive announcement... its called C.H.A.O.S... ITS A SUPER VIRUS, its deadly too.
This is an ok series of books. I have read the first two and they aren’t my favorites, but they do have an ok story. If you want to read a really good YA spy book, read the Alex Rider books by Anthony Horowitz.

i bought this book for my daughter to read and she loved it!!!! i wish i would have bought it sooner!
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